
Explore More · Health Care Allocation

We've organized some further materials by topic, so you can easily follow up on particular issues

or events of interest from this unit.

GENERAL

While quite philosophical in nature, the entry on “Distributive Justice” in the Stanford

Encyclopedia of Philosophy describes some of the basic principles that undergird just

distribution in ethical thinking.

In a humorous video excerpt from primatologist Frans de Waal’s TED talk on Moral Behavior in

Animals, we have the chance to see that human beings are not the only animals who react

negatively when they detectunfair distribution! Prof. de Waal’s full talk is available here.

This article features our own Madison Powers (with co-author Ruth Faden) taking

on "Inequalities in Health, Inequalities in Health Care:  Four Generations of Discussion about

Justice and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis" (KIEJ 10(2): 197–127, 2000).

HEALTH CARE & RESOURCE ALLOCATION

In this article, philosopher Eike-Henner Kluge argues that the choice or understanding of

the nature of medicine is central to resource allocation decisions and mandates the ultimate

distribution of healthcare resources and services.

The American College of Physicians sets policy positions regarding its ideas about the most

effective and efficient saving and distribution of US health care resources. Appendix B of the

report contains brief summaries of health care resource allocation in eight different countries.

Watch reporter T.R. Reid in “Sick Around the World” as he explores howfive capitalist

democracies—the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, Taiwan, and Switzerland—deliver health

care.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 2010 (PPACA) is an example of how health

care resources are allocated and provided in one national health care system.  It

remains controversial in the United States.  People could first enroll in health insurance plans

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/justice-distributive/
http://www.fouragesofsand.com/2013/04/distributive-justice.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/frans_de_waal_do_animals_have_morals
https://studio.edx.org/c4x/GeorgetownX/phlx101-01/asset/10.2powers_faden.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1925021/?report=classic
http://www.acponline.org/advocacy/where_we_stand/policy/health_care_resources.pdf
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/sickaroundtheworld/view/
http://www.hhs.gov/healthcare/rights/


under the PPACA in late 2013 and early 2014.  

GLOBAL ORGAN MARKETS

Anthropologist Nancy Scheper-Hughes has spent years uncovering theillegal sale of human

organs across the globe, including in the United States.

Some estimates indicate up to 15% of the world’s organ transplants involve organs obtained

illegally in the international black market transplant trade.

Read the Declaration of Istanbul on Organ Trafficking and Transplant Tourism and

browse interesting material on the Declaration’s website.

The World Health Organization (WHO)’s Guiding Principles on Human Organ and Tissue

Transplantation have been influential on codes, practices, and legislation around the world. The

document was updated recently and is available in many languages.

Will Saletan describes some of the ways that the global organ shortage is driving creative

donor recruitment and the black market in organs. Saletan suggests that the best way to curb

such activity is by stepping up to be an organ donor.

ORGAN ALLOCATION

In 2012, Huang Jiefu, China’s Deputy Minister of health announced that China would

ban transplantation of human organs from executed prisoners in the next 3 to 5 years.

Check out Module 3 of NIH’s Curriculum Guide on Exploring Bioethics to learn about  Allocating

Scarce Resources: The Case of Organ Allocation. Developed for high school students, this

Guide is classroom ready with lesson plans, master teachers, and support materials.

The US Department of Health & Human Services oversees the Organ Procurement and

Transplantation Network, the national organ matching and sharing system in the United

States.

RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION IN PANDEMIC FLU

A pandemic means that there is an outbreak of a disease around the world; typically this also

means that many people are sick and resources are scarce. During the 1918 flu pandemic,

http://www.newsweek.com/organ-trafficking-no-myth-78079
http://theconversation.com/black-market-lottery-organ-donation-and-the-international-transplant-trade-23980
http://www.declarationofistanbul.org/
http://www.who.int/transplantation/en/
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/human_nature/2007/04/shopped_liver.single.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/24/world/asia/china-moves-to-stop-transplants-of-organs-after-executions.html?_r=2&sq=china%20and%20transplantation&st=cse&scp=1&pagewanted=all
http://science.education.nih.gov/supplements/nih9/bioethics/guide/teaching_modules.htm
http://www.organdonor.gov/about/


20%-40% of the world population became sick. Explore information about the 1918 flu

pandemic and learn about other flu pandemics since that time. How would you decide who will

receive access to vaccines or to ventilators when there are not enough to help everyone in

need?

Healthcare organizations and healthcare workers must be prepared to act in pandemic

situations. This fact sheet from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs summarizes the ethical

principles the VA and its healthcare professionals expect to follow should pandemic flu arise.

http://www.flu.gov/pandemic/history/index.html
http://www.ethics.va.gov/docs/pandemicflu/Ethics_and_Pandemic_Flu_Fact_Sheet_508_2010-09-30.pdf

